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Actin Crosslinkers: Repairing
the Sense of Touch
Cells use actin bundles infused with myosin to exert contractile forces on the
extracellular environment. This active tension is essential for cellular
mechanosensation. Now, the role of actin crosslinkers in stabilizing and
repairing the actin bundles is coming into clearer view.
Sean X. Sun* and Sam Walcott

In order to thrive in complex
environments, eukaryotic cells have
developed a range of sensory
machineries that can respond to
chemical, electrical and mechanical
signals. While chemical and electrical
signals can act over long distances
through the diffusion of molecules
or the transmission of currents,
mechanical signals are decidedly local.
In order to ‘feel’ forces or sense
the stiffness and texture of the
environment, the cell must ‘touch’ the
immediate surroundings. This cellular
haptic sensory perception has been
studied extensively in many
laboratories [1–5]. Recently, it has
been recognized that the mechanical
properties of the extracellular
environment are important in many
aspects of differentiation and
development, including the
differentiation of pluripotent cells
into more specialized cells [6,7],
developmental patterning [8], and the
metastatic process in cancer [9]. Thus,
there is a growing recognition for the
role of mechanics and forces in cell
biology and beyond. In a recent paper
published in Developmental Cell, Smith
et al. [10] have now provided new
molecular details of mechanical stress
events in the cell and have revealed
how the cell maintains actin structures
and mechanical tension. This work
will open new avenues for in-depth
understanding of cellular
mechanosensation.

The essential cellular components
involved inmechanosensing have been
identified: integrin and cadherin
adhesions connect the cell to the
extracellular matrix (ECM) and to other
cells, respectively [11]. A host of
regulatory proteins connect the actin
cytoskeleton to the transmembrane
integrin and cadherin adhesions.
Non-muscle myosin II is needed to
provide the contractile force that tugs
on the cytoskeleton and the adhesions.
Indeed, active generation of forces by
the cell seems to be central to
mechanosensing [1,5]. Previous work
has provided insight into the regulation
of active force generation at the
molecular level [12] and a large number
of proteins have now been implicated
in cellular mechanosensing [11].

Yet, if we dig a little deeper, a number
of fundamental questions still remain.
The assembly and movement of
adhesions in response to forces and
ECM properties are poorly understood,
although direct measurements of
mechanical forces on adhesion
proteins have been recorded [13].
The precise roles of adhesion and
cytoskeleton proteins involved in
mechanosensing are not clear.
The regulatory circuitry of adhesions
and myosin has not been mapped.
Mechanical properties of eukaryotic
cells are also complex and, depending
on where you look, the cytoplasm can
be liquid-like or solid-like [14]. The cell
also actively regulates its mechanical
properties by changing the
crosslinking and bundling between
cytoskeletal filaments. Indeed,
in response to ECM and substrate
properties, cells often form strong
F-actin bundles that are called stress
fibers. Actin stress fibers terminate
at focal adhesions and are important
in regulating the cell’s sense of touch.
Recently, mechanical modeling offered
some clues on how and why the stress
fibers are built [15]: crosslinking and
bundling proteins make transient
connections between actin filaments
and affect the sliding friction between
these filaments. When the filaments
are parallel, crosslinking and bundling
friction reaches a maximum and can
resist the contractile force exerted
by myosin, generating a stable stress
fiber structure. In this process,
adhesions, myosin and actin
crosslinking activity work together
to change the cytoskeleton
organization. This modeling analysis
also revealed that the substrate
stiffness strongly influences the
formation of stable stress fibers [15].
The work by Smith et al. [10] focuses

on mechanical failure events in the
stress fiber and on zyxin, a LIM domain
protein that has been associated
with adhesions and mechanosensing.
These authors point out that stress
fibers often exhibit thinning events
that can lead to catastrophic breaks.
They find that, to guard against these
failures, zyxin is recruited to sites
where there is large stress fiber
movement and damage. Zyxin also
recruits a-actinin, which is a known
crosslinker of actin filaments.
Recruitment of zyxin and a-actinin
appears to stabilize damaged stress
fibers. Consistent with these results,
earlier work has reported that zyxin
is only recruited when the stress fiber
is contracting [16,17]. Thus, zyxin
appears to sense mechanical failure
and control the sequence of
crosslinking events that mediate the
stabilization and contraction of stress
fibers. One possible mechanism is that,
during a failure event, there is an
increase in the free barbed ends of
F-actin at the site of mechanical strain,
which might be targeted by zyxin.
When taken together, these findings
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demonstrate the importance of
crosslinking proteins in the
construction and maintenance of
stress fibers, and reveal the unique role
of zyxin in mediating actin crosslinking.

The complete quantitative picture of
stress fiber assembly, repair and
maintenance, however, is considerably
more complex, and will require
understanding of both the mechanical
interactions and the chemical signaling
networks that stabilize and amplify
mechanical effects. This combined
picture still awaits concerted efforts
in experiments and modeling.

There is also a frontier of unexplored
questions about mechanosensation
in 3D matrices, a more biologically
realistic condition than 2D substrates.
Cells in 3D behave quite differently than
on 2D substrates: the basic cell shape
and cytoskeletal structures are
different [18,19]. Focal adhesion
proteins appear to have divergent
functions in 3D vs. 2D [19]. In particular,
recent work has shown that zyxin-null
cells move faster in 3D, but the speed
is unaffected in 2D [19]. Indeed, the
existence of focal adhesions
themselves in 3D appears to be
questionable. These differences in
protein function correlate with the
geometry of the cell environment,
and possibly the organization of protein
assemblies in the cell.

The work by Smith et al. [10] and
others, however, highlights the
importance of combining mechanics,
geometry and chemistry to understand
all aspects of cell function. Proteins are
deformable building blocks of the cell
that can undergo significant shape
changes when forces are applied.
Proteins also self-assemble into
extended structures that exert forces
on each other, and can reorganize in
response to mechanical forces. In
addition, forces affect chemical
reaction rates at the molecular level,
changing the reaction pathway in
complex signaling processes. Some of
the earliest investigations of
mechanochemical systems occurred
in skeletal muscle [20], and the
mechanochemistry of the sarcomere
is still an active area of investigation.
It appears that the cell uses
a sarcomere-like organelle, the
stress fiber, connected to external
adhesions for mechanosensation.
Therefore, a similar set of concepts
might be applicable from muscles
to stress fibers. Cells, by taking
advantage of mechanical/physical
interactions between protein building
blocks, and adding chemical
modifications and signaling pathways
that stabilize and amplify these effects,
have achieved a range of sophisticated
functions. Traditional models of cell
behavior that neglect this complexity
are unlikely to yield tangible and
predictive results. New models and
concepts based on a combination of
themechanics and chemistry of the cell
is a frontier area of inquiry.
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